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KV 2/1482-1,p0

Franz Mayr file continuing

KV 2/1482-1, page 5

May 1943
The number of times that Mayer (AOB = Mayr) complains of the lack of
communications with the outside world and the way in which he seems to have been ignored
for a long time again leads to the conclusion that the existing danger to Allied interests in
Persia is largely due to Mayr’s own energy and ability to improvise.

What seems most surprising perhaps, is the constant lack of funds. Many reports,
reliable or unreliable, have been received on the vast sums of money left behind by the
Germans, Italians and Japanese for subversive activities. There is reason to believe that many
of the Persians in whose care this money was left were quite prepared to think pro-German
but were not prepared to disgorge the gold left to them in trust for more active agents. Mayr’s
difficulties with Mohammed Khosrovshahi, which the diary records, support this view.
KV 2/1481-1, page 38

6.12.41
(AOB, In the morning, I was just studying Persian when S.M arrived (Gasparian) with
whom he will get a conflict in October 1942, and this person will betray him to the British,
Mayr therefore had to flew from Isfahan.
↓
↓

KV 2/1482-1, page 47

31.3.42

I can’t complain over lack of occupation. It goes almost to the limit to what is
possible between doing what has to be done and not being discovered. Whole days I sit over
maps, have to make plans and bring them on paper for our friends. What makes it more
difficult for me is to have to write in latin letters, which is against my habit, besides that I
have to take into consideration the poor German knowledge of my readers. Recording in this
book is indeed a torture to me. I do it actually to have proof of my activities to bring forward
later on. How do I know what responsibilities for the past I may have to justify or what once
will arises from our plan.
KV 2/1482-1, page 60 from Mayr’s diaries

2.5.42
To-day 216 (Vaziri) is meeting 216 N2. Sp 30 came to me for the ??ised discussion.
With great difficulty I got all his contacts ? of him! There was Kawas had some plans, though
something hard ?realize. To be on the safe side. I let SP 30 assure me again that even should
Kawas carry out his plan, he will listen to me and me only. He confirms this and assures me,
that the Kawas had been for us nothing but stopgaps. Unmistakable is the paramount claim
which he feels he must put in the name of his party. It is true that this party has already wide
influence, but is still not strong enough to claim exclusive leadership, especially as our task is
military side does not figure in SP calculations.
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/1481-2, page 1

Nothing was said about it, but I felt certain that the hopes in the result of my efforts
would have to be repressed. We came to no conclusion on small points even. Indeed,
everyone of the representatives seemed to have some secrets to hide. And then it was high
time (AOB, höchste Zeit) to change my lodgings. I accepted an offer of SP 30 and lived with
216 as guest of SP 30.
KV 2/1482-2, page 4

Great consternation. My chance of getting away from the “guarded” far had vanished.
(AOB, verschwunden) SP 20 and the son-in-law did not sleep all night from fear (AOB,
Angst). 216 (AOB = Vaziri) and I took it in turns to watch the suitcases. Next morning SP
12 ran to the town. The son-in-law had, as we got to know at 11 am., left for town at 3,30 am.
On foot to see SP 30 and to tell him that we would not leave here without the suitcases. SP 30
in his right decided that he should hand the suitcases out to us. I sent 216, in danger of this life
(AOB, in Lebensgefahr), to FN 1. At afternoon, N2 came, and took the suitcases. At 3 pm.,
came new from 216 that FN 1 would arrange everything and that I should trust myself to SP
12. Though N2 had arranged a house for me, I decided nevertheless to go to SP 12. He
arrived about evening and took me and SP 20 to SP 40, into a very luxurious and
distinguished house, where I am sitting now writing these lines.
↓
↓
↓
↓
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KV 2/1482-2, page 5 continuing with Mayr’s diaries

Fact is that we have lost much time over these intrigues and that a good week will
have to pass before we can start afresh. The British and Russians force on the country and
their true intentions are coming to light. I feel that I can not stay much longer in this town.
The Soviet papers are starting again to mention my name. Big photos of me are published all
over Iran. In four days it had been just hell.

25.6.42
I am still in the house of Haji and that is only possible because I learned so much in
these 9 months of the Persian language, the ritual habits, that I do not arouse any suspicion in
any Haji’s guest. Haji more than enough guests. He is true Iranian and Moslem, with the idea
that hospitality is one of the highest religious duties. By profession he is a merchant and a
hard worker and therefore lives in comfortable circumstances. It allows him to live in a well
furnished, well-built house, of which at present, he had given me the upper floor. A wireless
is also at my disposal and I can keep myself well informed about our own and enemy
positions. The noise of a very large number of children fills the rest of the daily programme.
I have not yet seen the mistress of the house; she is strictly veiled. As Haji will not accept
anything from me in return for his hospitality, I give to the children whatever I can.
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓

Continuing with the foregoing page 5 + 6

Haji himself is an political phantastic pro-German to excess, but being a typical
merchant, without knowledge of military events. His greatest desire to be able to see the
Führer one day. On the whole, his house is most unsuitable for me, even he himself is not the
very man to look after my safety. For my safety however SP 12 is splendid so far. Though
the least 8 – 10 visitors turn up every day to see Haji and some of them like looking at the
house from top to the bottom, I feel quite safe here. Less comfortable is the sudden heat,
which is worse to bear in an upper floor. Strange enough, I do not seem to suffer as much as
local people. AZ can’t bear it one day here, nor can sleep one night. SP 12 comes as little as
possible. Haji leaves after a few minutes, bathed with perspiration. And so it happens that I
am much alone. Heat, loneliness and plenty of trouble in my work needs balancing, but there
is nothing else in view. A balanced mind is the only medicine against such attacks on the
cerebral nervous system. In the days of great differences in temperature between day and
night, I had the first serious attack on my health. I came home late from a conference with N2
and 216 E1 and after having gone to bed, a shivering fit came over me and lasted all night. I
felt very weak next morning, with increasing fever gripping me. All my bones and my head
were aching so terribly, that I did not know what to do. SP 12 called a friend Dr. A who
diagnosed Flu. On the same evening the temperature went up to more than 40 degrees. A new
???in fit started, the heart was beating fast, I felt too weak to keep my eyes open. F sent me
FND, asked after my health and to deliver his wishes to me. FND arrived when my
temperature was over 40 Celsius .. (follows a description to various treatments which resulted
in a speedy recovery. He was up after one week.)
↓
↓

Continuing with KV 2/1482-2, page 6

The interest in me of the whole house of Haji with AZ (Lili Sanjari Mayr’s girlfriend)
and SP 12 who were very kind to me in these days, gives me cause indeed to show them on
my gratitude.

The best news is probably that FN, according to whom 7032 (AOB, Schulze-Holthus
Abwehr agent, operating from Gashgai territories in the south) had asked for a meeting. That
seems a pretty sure sign of life. I do hope, that we will soon be together again and lessen our
worries.
KV 2/1482-2, page 8

The situation inside the country is getting worse and worse. The Rommel offensive
might bring pressure on the government and the food situation. British propaganda is
growing considerably; posters and pamphlets are distributed in big amounts. The Teheran
aerodromes were definitely handed over to the Allies. The Iranian machines have been sent
to Isfaha. A military mission under Sartip Ansari has been invited to inspect the Russian front
by the Bolsheviks. Yesterday Radio and newspapers gave warning again to give shelter to
anyone belonging to Axis powers. The state police threatened severe punishment for this.
2.7.42

Slowly but securely I begin to know how to treat Persians. I know their tricks, their
intrigues, in which they are richer than any other people. Rightly treated, these people are
prepared for any risks, trouble, or even sacrifices.

Perhaps one has to learn first to suffer the lies – little and big which even the best
friend is capable of telling to be able to get on with people.
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/1482-2, page 10

I am no longer conversant with the date of the latest papers, since for better security
they lie at peace under the ground. However, I suppose there will be an interval of a month.
Probably even more. As regards the events of the intervening period, it would be worth while
to hang on to them in detail (for better understanding of the psychological peculiarities of
these people). On the other hand there is so much and above all in such abundance that I
have no time to recapitulate a single thing.
KV 2/1482-2, page 11

My greatest worry is our establishment here and its staff. Will tese men enable
communication to be established? Are the outfits and the men belonging to them in place?
Nothing is at the moment more important than this and shan’t have a moment’s peace until
the first reply arrives.

1.8. was a great day for me. I had a long forgotten the letter with which I had duly
provided our yellow friends. I thought that either the Yellow friend had played a dirty trick or
that S1 refused. But neither was the case. After something like four months sit down at the
radio on 1.8. at five in the afternoon and listen to the German news in the Asiatic programme.
Suddenly comes the announcement: We learn subsequently from Tehran that the break off of
diplomatic relations between Iran and Japanese Governments resulted not only from
machinations of the English and North American Governments but also from the pressure
exercised to the same extent by the Russian Government. I hardly believed my ears. This
was precisely the sentence which I asked at that time in my letter to be transmitted as a cue.

Only the little words ‘subsequently’ was added—understandably for the events are four
month old and I had expected this message on May 25th.
continuing

Through what lucky chance did I listen in on this day at this time, whereas I otherwise
always took the following English broadcast at the same time? I think I have also found the
solution to the problem. My letter was too difficult for radiographic transmission. A direct
courier service between Tokio and Berlin doesn’t exist. About ten days ago it was announced
on Rome radio that an Italian plane with extra capacity made a journey Rome-Tokio and back
in one hop. This most certainly have been the courier plane. So my first text is on its way. I
think, without exaggeration, that very, very much depends on good operating. We shall
therefore use both lines (?) wherever possible. In reply to my communication, 216 (Vaziri)
only wrote “Take over the helm and pray: Now thank we all our God”. And there it is.
KV 2/1482-2, page 13

6.8.42
Once again have I rejoiced too soon. So far nothing has been heard from Berlin. I
don’t know what it is. It is the stubbornness of the A.A. (AOB, Auswertiges Amt) or its
clumsiness of our people ? On the insufficiency of the apparatus. That my letter arrived is
without doubt. Patience is a gift which in this country and under these circumstances cannot
be praised enough. But a constant drip hollows the stone and so my patience is getting short.
But what us is it to get exited? And so I have been again for quickest way. Will it do it?
Yesterday I kept MS busy to such extent that he went home in the evening with hollow eyes.
To-day the same with AZ (AOB, Lili Sanjari, Mayr’s girlfriend) who looses his patience with
such work very quickly.
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/1482-2, page 13 continuing

On the 4.8. I was informed that Winston Churchill had arrived in Tehrean on the 3.8
from his journey to Moscow. He lunched in the British Legation and is said to have had a talk
to Qavam (AOB, Persian PM) What a pity that we heard so late of this. He was off, so I was
told, at 11 a.m. What a benefit would quick communication have been !
KV 2/1482-2, page 14

11.9.42
Time has advanced further. Autumn is beginning and still the German troops are
standing before Stalingrad. This is no reproach nor un-thankfulness (AOB, undankbarkeit)
for our brave soldiers. It is worry and fear for our work which speaks. Every day our life
becomes more difficult. The approach of the German troops induces the enemy to stricter
rules of a police character. He knows perfectly well what British Consul said in Isfahan to one
of our friends: 99% of the Iranian population are with the Nazis and the remaining 1% takes
money from us and betrays us”. And so every approaching step of our troops increases our
danger.
KV 2/1482-2, page 15

Qavam is in my opinion a democratic old fox (AOB, alter Fuchs), who, without being
a slave, plays the English-American game. The Russian influence, which was the deciding
factor of attempts at approach to the new factor with Soheily, is completely abolished. There
is no lack of attempts at approach to the new Cabinet members through our intermediary and
particularly to two, whose names I do not want to mention yet. Qavam’s main aim is to avoid
the bombardment of the capital. Today I sent him our counter-claim through Hassan Khan: 1
no alteration in the foreign politics (status quo). 2 Tehran open town) 3Change in attitude of
the Shahrabani. (Prefect of Police).

KV 2/1482-2, page 16

On my suggestion Hassan Khan started a campaign, taking as cause the arrests. He
linked with them very cleverly an anti-American propaganda, which is very important, as the
Iranians think more of the Yankee-dollar than of the Tommy-pound.
KV 2/1482-2, page 25 + 26

Conversation here at home with A 100 concerning 80 and 50 in the presence of
Mohammed 100 who is to set out on his journey over there today. I hope thus to get clear
information over the whole area there. Yesterday I had the great luck to her the Führer’s
speech at the opening of the fourth war winter help (AOB: Winterhilfswerk) After such a
long period in which I couldn’t listen in to his voice was a great spiritual encouragement. I
thought the most important thing in his speech –as Ribbentrop seized on it in his – was that
time now works for us. This can naturally have the disadvantage for us that our attempts to
push into living space lack haste. On the other hand Rommel’s presence over here confirms
my interpretation that after the fall of Stalingrad the Caucasus and Libyan fronts are to be
judged as one. (AOB: expressing that he believes, that the Stalingrad and Libyan front should
be considered to be a joined operation)
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
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↓
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↓
↓
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KV 2/1482-2, page 26 + 27

When I read through my notes I find they are always made after the events they record
are over and past history, Not past history as far as my own feelings are concerned. What I
mean is that I have digested the various happenings and formed an opinion on them. My
notes are toned (AOB: dunkel gefärbt) down and don’t record either the high light or the
shade (AOB: Schatten) of an event. I don’t like them to be coloured by varying emotions.
Besides at such times I am incapable of getting down to express my innermost self. Did I do
that, there would be left a record of an individual faith, which although hard enough, still does
not I fear, come up to that of the millions of comrades who are fighting and sacrificing
themselves on the Eastern Front . True that that for me the spiritual afflictions are sometimes
greater. To be cut off year in year out from all communications with my native-land; the
failure to get in touch at all with members of my family and people of my race, country and
continent; to be compelled continually to have to do with this people whose peculiarities are
so diametrally opposed to ours; the life of an enemy in the midst of the enemy – and a pitiless
enemy, to be in danger every hours and every minute of every day and every night; to
betrayed, sold and assailed, but then not to die a hero’s death like a soldier who has
accomplished heroic deed, but to see imprisonment threaten and compromise the whole work
and be thrown to the hangman like a criminal; and so very much more in big things and small
to make my existence something fateful in itself.
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓

continuing

Nevertheless this isn’t a matter of one person’s fate but of the recording of part of a
people’s struggle for destiny. Today I am still outside the events of the war; tomorrow I shall
be in the middle of them. Let’s hope so. No leave, no money, no orders to facilitate work and
free the spirit, no advice and no comradeship! But instead the continuous surrender of oneself
to men who know neither courage nor loyalty, neither bravery nor comradeship, whose
fathers are called deceit and whose mothers are named Avarice.

Has any one an idea of what purpose this Race-Soul with its thousand faces is serving in the
situation? No one has yet written about it; perhaps there is no one conscious and experienced
in danger as I. Niedermayer and Henting (AOB: Werner Otto von Henting, Mein Leben eine
Dienstreise) have gone (not true Von Henting was Germany’s first Ambassador in the young
Indonesian Republic after its independence). Schünemann and Leverkühn were consuls with
diplomatic privileges. After one good look, Count Kanitz put and end to his life with a bullet.
And all this was in a neutral Persia with German representatives and a German Army in the
rear, and in a state which at least superficially esteemed certain conventional and moral codes
of honour. Five million Tomans have been offered for the head of my comrade Saba (AOB,
Schulze-Holthus) What do they offer for mine? Just think that the people of Isfahan are
ready to sell their wives and daughters for five Tomans a night, and that when English troops
arrived in Ahwaz a whole camel caravan went off there from here with wives and daughters –

not just official whores. Everything for a bit of filthy lucre! It would take too long to
describe it it all so I’ll content myself with putting what I don’t want to forget in the form of
headlines: “70% pilgrimage to Shah-Abdul-Azim for prostitution” “To know Iran you must
be a chauffeur for half a year” The three periods of the Persian (surrender, acceptance,
journey to Mecca). “Have cigarette, Miss” ”Will you smoke a pipe young man?” The
superstition of the people that happiness will come in time” “Believe in dreams” “The small
and big lie” “The complete programme and lack of discipline, even among the military; the
absence of any feeling or duty; the so called Kief (state) etc.”
AOB: apparently shortly (after November 1942; albeit that Mayr had not been captured (this
event happened after betrayed in Teheran on 15 August 1943) hereafter Mayr’s diaries had
been captured in Isfahan after he was betrayed owing to a fight with someone.
However, according Schulze-Holthus:
KV 2/1483-3, page 55

German text “KOI””, occurring twice near the beginning of this text and once at the
end of the French text means “Kriegsorganisation Iran”, i.e. Schulze himself Underground
“KO-Posts” were established, to Schulze’s knowledge, in countries such as Brazil, Rumania
and Finland where were no Abwehr posts. AOB, Not correct. KOs were established in neutral
friendly countries, including Rumania and Finland among many other countries. …But with
whom Germany was not at war.
KV 2/1482-4, page 17

A- in Tabriz and Maku I have the possibility of sending a member of Iran Bidar to
Trebizond via Erzerum. He cannot travel by Railway to Ankara because of the strict
supervision of passengers. Therefore we can guarantee to get the courier to Erzerum,

so he can telegraph to us from there. Than the courier will travel to Trapezunt and
meet my cousin who is Consul there and who will send our things onwards and then
inform us by telegraph from Ankara. Therefore it is necessary that either my mother
or my brother in lkaw D ?I go to Tabriz and organise the work for me there. This will
take at most 10 days.
KV 2/1482-4, page 21

10/8/42
Organisation:
Political Bureau: Kashani, Heyat, Mosteshar Dowleh, Moozu-Zadeh, Nevadi.
Military Bureau: Chief of General Staff Morteza Khan and Chief of the Gendarerie Ag-Ewli.
Provincial commanders:
Kermanshah: Genearl Shahbakhti
Lurestan-Khuzistan: Tachshbash and general Sarabi
Isfahan-Yezd: General Zahidi
Azerbaijan: Still difficult, suggest General Mir-Jalai after the Russians have refused PoorZand.

Coaste Astara-Nowshahr, organised, have sent Major Schulze (AOB, Schulze-Holthus) to
Fars to Naser Khan Kashgai. Following tribes in direct connection with us Kashgai (AOB
also Gashgai), Dashti, Tangestani, Boir Ahmdi Mamassani, greater parts of the West
Azerbaijan tribes. No influence however with the Summi kurds.
Tehran (AOB, Teheran) can be taken but not held for long if you do send airborne troops,
possession to be taken of the enemy’s airdromes and our own to be secured – this the most
important task. Time of start depends on your help. Radio exact spots for bombardment
dropping weapons and parachute troops (AOB, Fallschirmjäger) and possible landinggrounds. Have arranged for shelter and navigational signs. Also for securing Caspian
Landing places.
Our plan: To sever connections between English and Russian troops on a line TehranKermanshah and then to attack South and South-West and North and North-East in the rear of
the enemy. I await special instructions for co-operation with you, for dealing with Oil
territory and Railway and political questions in the capital State of Alarm (AOB, Notstand?)
to last at least 15 days. Can you bring arms to safe Gulf Ports by U.Boats or have them
brought by the Japanese. Give your Persian connections and Mufti Gilani Arabian
connections to secure unity action. The Berlin-Iranians not to be told under any
circumstances no names to be given, betrayal through jealousy possible.
Note:- Here follows a list of aerodromes.
↓
↓
↓
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KV 2/1482-4, page 23 Letter from Lili Sanjari to Franz Mayr (his girlfriend)

From Lili Sanjari to Mayr
3.X.1942
Darling,
I happened to be at Haji’s place (AOB, earlier that year Mayr stayed there for some
time but fled the place, after some complications; see information previously delt with) and a
writing from there I shall have to be brief today for the messenger i8s waiting at the door to
take the letter with him. Up till now I have received 300 Tomans from “her”of which I kept
200 T’ for myself as agreed and the remaining 100 of course I will give to Haji. As however
in my opinion it didn’t seem worthwhile sending this ridiculous sum now I left money at
home. I will send it when it has increased (I hope) I have been often invited in her place up
there and everybody wished to be remembered to you.
Vazriri will arrange for Haji to go to you ostensibly to fetch something there. As you
however have written nothing in this connection yourself Haji doesn’t know what to do.
Vaziri too has received 400 T from Haji. Haji has agreed to help me sell the carpets and of
course I am ready to do anything. The only question is (as you know everything is kept at my
grandmother’s) how to arrange it without my uncle or her noticing anything. If I were only
one it would be all right but all of them! They will think that I am selling them to meet my
own personal needs and therefore they might forbid it.
Please write me in detail what you think about the matterYou don’t need to worry about me I am going on all right and the operation went off
wonderfully. Only two weeks in bed without fever. I should so much like to come to you.
Please send someone to bring me to you. I shall certainly only remain one other week and
then I shall go again, if you wish. Unfortunately I can’t travel alone as the roads are to
dangerous, otherwise I would have been with you long since. Please don’t ne angry that I
haven’t written more this time but I am being pressed. Look after yourself and remain in
good health. Remember me to everybody and I send greetings and kisses.
They are still talking at the door and I still have a few minutes left to be able to tell
you that I long for you and I love you very much. Today more than yesterday and certainly
less than tomorrow. I should so much like to be with you.
29th August 1942
Dear 7031 (AOB, Franz Mayr’s code-name)
I hope you have arrived safe and sound in your new quarters and that everything is going
there as you want. Here in Tehran, matters are taking their course. The evening before last
we had a meeting in Mostafa Khans house. Kasem Khan and enthusiastically received.
It was decided to become more active. Mohammed Khan will take over the General Direction
together with Ahmed Khan for armed conflict and the others the political direction of the
“Million”. We have already found the house where the staff of the Million can hold its
meetings three times a week. Youth activities are progressing favourably (Standard Leader of
the Nabard). Mohanned Khan and Ahmat are the members of the staff committee. No news
from Berlin. S1 reports that at the moment negotiations are going on in Tehran between the
Government and the British Legation to clear north Persia of British and Russian troops and
to declare Tehran an open city. Result not yet known. Please ensure that the two secret police
officials Raafat and Naziri who are looking for me come from Shiraz to I. There Dickhäuter
should look out for them. In two days time we will change our house. German progresses at
the moment halted. N2 did not appear again. N wishes to be remembers to you.
216. (AOB, = Vaziri) Greetings to Ali Abadi.
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/1482-4, page 26

The Leader of the 1. Buro of the state police went to Isfahan on my account has
returned and brought the report that the Schlaviner W (!) left Isfahan a short time ago going
towards the west – Arak district. (As my letter to Irantour from Arak came through Vira) It
went off all right. There can be no doubt on the slyness of the official’s. At the present
moment may arrests are taking place but all confused, friends of the Russians, lackey (AOB,
lakei pedenat) of England. But also many friends of the Axis, reputed to be nearly 300 men.
HH
216
↓
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KV 2/1482-4, page 27

From II/216
To: 7031=Mayr
Extract
N2 not working well. Last chace to provide plan and couriers. N1 dissatisfied with him too.
A1/216 (Railway) working his section very tgoroughly, sent a trusted man to the south
yesterday to “check British War potential”.
Tehran civil population being looked after by N1 who can be relied upon.
Engineer Zahedi of the radio station has tried out the sets and ascertained their range. They
reach London, he is ready to transmit for us. Up to now he has frequently tried F.B.S. but
with no result. Nobody answers. I think the Japs have not passed your letter on to Berlin or
they have past it onto the wrong people. Can’t we use other codes?
Yesterday evening transmitted to following 10 minutes:
F.B.S.
20 times
R.K.
10 times
Berlin A.A. 10 times (Berlin Foreign Office)
no result.
The serials are all right and everything functions properly, the times are right but no answer.
??will come at 2. P.M. on Saturday afternoon with radio engineer Zahedi. Have you anything
to tell him. Write me instructions for him.
Up until now N2 has presented no courier therefore I have charged V1/216(Moll) to get his
visas. If that should not succeed I am determined to go myself at any price. I am not joking
for I have unfortunately unhappy experiences of the promises of my countrymen. Big mouths
and little deeds. There is no solution.
Apart from that I have always told N2 (Naubakht)(AOB, he is the person betraying Mayr in
August 1943 leading to his arrest by British D.S.O. CICI.) and N1 (Neivandi) and other
peoplethat we have wireless communications with Germany and receive our directives from
there. For example it was asked if 70/31 (Mayr) could give the troops and the tribes friendly
to Germany a document which they could show when the German troops arrived I replied that
7031 would have to radio matters to Berlin.?? Think it is better that these people should not
learn that we have another set elsewhere which works well, and he too must work well.
According to arrangements N1 will meet Ch.B. (General) at the beginning of the next week.
It will go off all right for in the first place I have confidence in my father who is very
intimate with me.
The British interrogated my father again yesterday and asked about me, they said I was not in
the region of Isfahan (what check). MX father insists that my letter from Isfahan must soon
appear in order to show him the letter. Ali Abadi said last night that he has sentthe letter
please check up, if he is telling the truth.
Last night I heard the Führer’s voice at Heidrich’s grave. It fortified me (AOB,
verstärkt)(Vaziri wrote in German language).
HH
II/216
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/1482-4, page 29

Dear 7031 (AOB, = Mayr)
Please don’t be frightened.
In addition to the report I gave you, which you kindly promised?? To deal with in the
course of the next few days when the factory is in operation. Will you please pass the
following report as a separate item? Please number it with the serial number of dispatch. I
request Isi or W to take over the conclusion of the deal.
Would you consider it suitable to propose a reception in Berlin of “F” or “No”, or both
together at the Führer’s headquarters so that the Führer gives them the same guarantee and
declaration of support as Chandra Bose? A guarantee declaration would make tremendous
impression here, for that is the highest desire (Wunsch Pumel) of Iranian National pride. I
noticed this clearly in the conversation with No and the Brigadier. The journey to the Führer’s
Headquarters could be arranged from the suitable aerodrome in South Persia where the
gentlemen could be taken onboard a long distance machine and later brought back to the
same place. In 2 days they would be there again. The name could be kept secret from the
Press.
Owing to defects sustained on the journey my machine will be starting only at the end of the
month.
Consul DA (Dr. A bkhn?) as to what you can do about health. I was frightened by how bad
you looked. In the four weeks you have become much thinner and paler.
Once more good luck (Hals und Beinbruch)
Your Saba (AOB, = Schulze-Holthus, the Abwehr agent
living in the Gashgai tribe-territory, in the south.)
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/1482-4, page 60

12.5.42
Dear 70 31!
Now you have again come up against that most un-Prsian expression – “Special
taskes”. It is now a question of “Airborne undertakings” on the most detailed scale possible
which we recently discussed. Naturally I will discuss all this with you by word and mouth or
by radio and will do nothing behind your back. I will also carry out no independent
undertakings with the Qashgai but will apply myself to the tasks of the Committee. I kept
telling you that I wished which I receive from Berlin. ? and to inform Headquarters of the
wishes, (or, via you), the wishes of the committee. (The sense here is confusing owing to
writer’s alteration). Naturally in constant cooperation with you. Therefore I would far rather
be together with you than with K. (Qashgai)
First of all I have no ambition to become a second Wasmus and secondly I have
always acknowledged your leadership in the uprising business. I have also left the reporting
side of this to you and as far as I am concerned, have only notified the creation of a liaison
post in Ankara. The courier can keep his mouth shut and is careful. He certainly won’t be
pinched in Iran. I can’t guarantee however that the Turkish won’t hold him. I myself have

reckoned with this possibility and therefore have expressed myself carefully. Therefore hand
over your dangerous mail preferably to your next couriers.
Apart from the pistol, I need nothing. I shall have to do without the medicine.
Your old friend (AOB, dein alter Freund)
Saba (AOB, = Bernhardt Schulze-Holthus)
KV 2/1482, page 61

Text of the report of the 25th May
It is announced from Teheran that the breaking OFF OF DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
BETWEEN THE Persian and Japanese governments was not occasioned only by the effort of
the British and the American Governments but also because of equal pressure from Moscow.
From today on 27-29 metres at the following times:0530 – 0540
0630 – 0640
0830 – 0840
1130 – 1140
1430 - 1440
1730 - 1740
2130 – 2140
2330 – 2340
0030 – 0040
0330 – 0340
Our call FBS
Their answer SBF (dortiger Antwort)
We send for ten minutes (wir geben 10) and wait for five,
↓
↓
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KV 2/1482-4, page 63

Following is a report on the leading personalities of the present day:
The town (AOB, Ortskommandant) Afkhami is an infantry General and was formerly a
member of the Cossack brigade. Private like very disruptable Inclines to be friendly to the
pirates (English Occupying Force).
Town Major Sajadi formerly Minister of roads very respectable and simple, studies in France,
friendly towards our views, can be relied upon.
General Radsar (Adib Saltaneh) highly esteemed as man of honour. His two dons are studying
German, that means a lot. I think he can be used. In the Secret Police there are good fellows
who can be used, but the chief of the secret Police Mr. Moezzi is a false and dirty dog! (AOB,
Schweinehund)
The mood of the military circles of Tehran is one prevailing good hope for the spring
offensive all have the idea of getting started all that needed is good organisation. The danger
exists that the Russians and the Pirates (British Occupying personnel) may disarm the Persian
military. Decisions must be taken immediately. A Lt. Col. In charge or organisation who has a
good few military friends is working in close cooperation with me. He is a clever fellow and
we have mutual trust. Also the “Progrist” (AOB, Prokurist) the tall man with spectacles in the
office is with us and would very much like to see you.
We have found a good airfield and will soon start to make plans. I already have list of
Persons who are either supported or paid by the British.

Up to now we have founded two secret clubs. More verbally. Enemy forces are very few
around Tehran the Indians are leaving to Polish mob is coming in any case everything
verbally and in detail.
Please, please fix the time of the meeting.
Long live the Persian people revolution
Long live the ührer ! HH
Sgnd Moh?? (Vaziri) Pl see original
KV 2/1482-4, page 65

Dear 7031 (AOB, = Franz Mayr)
28.4.1942
Reza has turned from his journey and has a lot to tell most important however is the
question of rounds and dynamite which Khosrow wants. He would explain it to you verbally
and bring you some pairs of stockings.
I met the man from the radio station yesterday. He is all right and can help us a great
deal indeed everything is open to him, he works at the moment on a 500 watt set that reaches
as far as New-York. He is quite alone and works this transmitter because nobody part from
him understands it. The set is belonged originally to the Luft-Hansa and works according to
programme 3 or 4 times a week for Jask and Bushire and India. The set is situated in the
Minstry of the Posts and only this Shamssaiy is responsible for it, he was sworn in and
promised to discuss with us and Z1 this morning in order to discover how one can best

transmit he does not hear very well. N1 says too that he is very poor therefore we should give
him a little financial help so that at least he begins to enjoy his work. This afternoon I shall
learn what he discussed with Z1. If he whished he can do us great services. (AOB, gute
dienste Leisten) Please draw up a telegram in which you can tell Berlin that we can only
transmit badly, tell them everything that is to be told so that instead of transmitting we can
receive too. This one telegram we can probably transmit by radio too. About our sets he said
that the 60 watt one can scarcely reach Kermanshah.
Ankara needs at least 300 W he has a Lorenz set of 300 W and a Telefunken of 500 W.
If you whish I can introduce him to you immediately so that you personally can give him
instructions N1 sends his greeting.
We have suffered a great loss with the death of General Shahab. Our plans for the
officers Academy ate at the moment zero.
Great pity.
HH
Yours
216 (AOB,=Vaziri)
KV 2/1482-5, page 5

Sgnd 7031 R S H A
(AOB, 7031 = Franz Mayr; RSHA = Reichssicherheitshauptamt; likely pointing at section
Ant VI)
KV 2/1482-5, page 17

Something very important. The Britis are at the moment engaged in sending the
Banque Mellie’s gpld and jewellery stocks to Kabul. It is being done by secret means and the
absence of any assistance. The gold valuables will get to London or America
U.K.C.C. (AOB, U.K. Control Commission?) has already begun buying forward this
year’s grain stocks from individual farmers. They are offering double price for hops (AOB,
crops?) If no help comes, the population will in four month be actually starving and that spells
disaster.
(The last paragraph speaks of bad feeling towards the Russians and ourselves and mentions an
incident in which a Russian driver ran over a child in the street and how a fracas ensued.
KV 2/1482-5, page 18

The Mellium Movement is the unification of all forces and associations of Iran which
aim at freeing their homeland and who, in their fight against Bolshevik Russia and the
Anglo-Saxon world, see in National-Socialist Germany their natural allies

KV 2/1482-5, page 76

Order for Azerbaijan East.
Azerbaijan East should be the first area to be entered by German forces. The task
there is therefore especially to open the way to the advancing troops.
KV 2/1482-6, page 40

The Managing Committee should have a list of the traitors to Iran so that, in time of need,
when the German Army arrives in Iran and starts governing it, these people should be caught
by the new government and handed to the Court.
The Jews
The Bahais
The refugees (all of them)
Pro-British and Pro-Russians
Former traitorous ministers.
(AOB, Amen)
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KV 2/1482-6, page 50

Wireless
We have 5 sets. Operators are still required
Followed by frequencies and call-signs

KV 2/1482-6, page 51

The first number of the fifth group of the telegram will give the page number of the textbook,
which was changed for the encoding.
KV 2/1482-6, page 64

No. 1 2.8.42
Radio transmission heard. Tommorow at the same time give the final transmission
times, call signs, wavelengths etc. Once by day and once by night. Connection very
important, don’t let it be broken. Order book Yangtzekiang - Loendorff.
KV 2/1482-6, page 65

12.8.42
Transmit tomorrow
2.15 – 2.30
11 111 kHz
Not to be included in reckoning
--Above Transmit tomorrow at quarter past two wavelength Eleven One hundred and eleven
KH and at six forty five Wavelength twelve seven hundred and sixty Do not speak.
↓
↓

↓
↓
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KV 2/1482-6, page 68

---Please induce Khosrov to send permanent courier to Dr. Abtahi. Isfahan is firmly in our
hands. Apart from 100 Regt. Comds. Same with Khorramabad, Kermanshah. Comd. Kerman
is coming to see me one of these days. Please say at once how you want to work together
with Kerman. Berlin is broadcasting all the time and is also sending stuff over the radio. But
my sets don’t suffice. In about a fortnight a plane is leaving from here. Everything fits in.
Also, Kafahrei (?) has Caspian (Kaspi) ready. Shall send all plans in full. I ask you for
detailed setting out of your suggestions and information. Nasser’s letter to the Chief. Get
cracking now with the attack on Baku! Send Nasser’s picture at once and Khosrou must send
a man with the identity card. Have 25,000 rounds S.? which will only be given to Nasser
against picture and man. It lies in Khorramabad. If Nasser can collect it himself, good. If not
we will. Nasser much give us occasion for attack. In the last few weeks we have fought with
all means for his sake. Should there be (? No) discipline in his ranks, I will guarantee his
safety. To give up suspicions about Naukakht was impounded. What ammunition have you
received up to now? I have sent Dynamite. Do not forget the organisation of the town of
Shiraz. The new chief of the ?mnie is coming any day now with full authority. How is our
influence in Luristan and in rds Banadar Abbas-Kerman, Shiraz-Kerman? Can you block at
the moment and behind range, Niriz lake. Remove aerodrome markings immediately.
Naubakht’s journey and the (?) matter of secret aerodrome are under suspicion. Our enemy
by Namassi has often spoken of it. What is your influence with the Shiraz Div. like? I
request you to get all my requests dealt with at once.
Best wishes,
30 Aug. 42

7031 (AOB,= Franz Mayr)

KV 2/1482-6, page 78

21.4.42
Dear 70/31 (AOB, = Franz Mayr)
As it seems to be necessary that you should meet the Oberleutnant and the
intermediaries at an early date, the intermediary decided yesterday evening to see you before
the representatives of the Tribes leave Teheran.
He asked me to have you come on Wednesday at 8 p.m. (tomorrow evening).
Therefore be at the place where I can pick you up.
It would be naturally be better if you were there already at 7.30 p.m.
Greetings from
Your 216 (AOB, = Vaziri)
KV 2/1482-7, page 22

Only partially
I Occupation of Egypt, Arab uprising. Stat of Alarm only day and hour (to be decided)
II Caucasus offensive. Only on attack on Baku. Ready for Alarm. (Alarmb)
(AOB, signed after quite some pages by 216 = Vaziri)
KV 2/1482-7, page 76

Attached is the translation from the German of the instructions for the use of a suitcase
W/T set S.E. 74/12 together with reproduction of the diagram found among the Franz Mayr
papers.
↓
↓
↓

KV 2/1482-7, page 77-79

↓
↓
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About SE 74/12
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KV 2/1482-7, page 80

Tribes.
Afshar tribe. Rezaich
Tribes of Maku and Khoi
Shahsevan tribe of Azerbaijan
Kurdish tribes of Kermanshah:Senjabi
Qobadi
Guran
Kalhur
Kalkhani
Ouraman
Babajani
Javanrud

Enami
Kermind
Mamashir
Dezgari

Tribes of Luristan:- Push-i-Kuh
Pish-i-Kuh
Qashgai tribe:- Tangistani
Lar
Kashkuli
Dashti
Dashtistan
Mamassari and Boir Ahmedi
Afshar of Saveh
Tribes of Bavand and Kulardasht, of Mazanderan
Teimurtash tribe in Nardin (Khorassan)
Fenderesk tribe in Khoraasan – near Gurbad-i-Kabus
Avivan-Kai tribe in between Semman and Veramin
Assanhi and Alikai tribes near Teheran
Villages round Kerej – Kalak, Qassemabad
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
File terminated on 30-3’18

Kanesama
Kalvakhi
(?Golbaghi)
Zerubaki
Ouraman Rezlu

15.40

